**Entry:** Each “Tail Waggin’ Tuesday” ticket grants entry for one human and one dog. This ticket should also say “Vanderbilt Health Picnic Place.” All dogs must enter through the Right Field Entrance behind the Guitar Scoreboard along 5th Avenue.

**Requirements:** All dogs in attendance must be spayed or neutered and must show current documentation of vaccinations to be admitted into the ballpark. Please have proof of vaccinations paperwork ready to show at entry. A completed waiver will also be required for entry for each dog (waiver can be found online and blank copies will be available at the gate). Upon entering First Tennessee Park, dogs must always be kept on a leash (no retractable leashes permitted). Owners are expected to clean up after their dogs and waste stations are available.

**Seating:** All “Tail Waggin’ Tuesday” entrants will be seated in the Vanderbilt Health Picnic Place located under the Guitar Scoreboard. Seating will be first come, first serve within that area. Dogs will not be permitted to enter any other seating areas in the ballpark.

**Amenities:** Water will be provided for our canine friends throughout the specified dog area. Dogs and owners will also have access to the grassy area behind the scoreboard (along the greenway), the Band Box concession stand, restrooms and a portable bar. Dogs will not be allowed in the Band Box bar area.